Abstract. This work presents a method of calculating the martensite fraction of an Fe-alloy, using cooling curve analysis (CCA). It is based on a differential heat balance equation which takes into account only convective exchange with the surroundings. By measuring a T(t) curve of an Fe-alloy and solving numerically the differential heat balance equation the martensite fraction can be calculated. It is found that calculated martensite fraction using this methodology is comparable with results obtained using electron backscattering diffraction (EBDS).
Introduction
Thermal analysis techniques follows temperature changes in a sample under cooling and monitoring in this way the phase transformations that occur. Normally, differential thermal analysis (DTA) [1] is used for the thermal analysis of solidification. In DTA, heat exchange with the environment (absorbed or evolved) due a phase transformation is calculated as the difference of thermal events in the sample and a neutral reference. Recently, computer aided cooling analysis has been used to determine thermo-physical properties of alloys like latent heat of transformation and solid-liquid fractions [2] and precipitations [3] . One advantage of this method is the acquisition of cooling curve data of the sample with the help of thermocouples and the afterwards processing of the data on the computer where different analysis can be carried out. In this work, the Cooling curve analysis (CCA) method is applied to calculate the martensite fraction of an Fe-alloy. This method also called the equation-based Newtonian method uses a heat balance equation together with a cooling curve data to calculate the martensite fraction of an alloy upon cooling. The Newtonian method assumes Newtonian cooling of the sample, i.e. the thermal gradients across the sample are considered to be zero and heat transfer takes place by convention to the mold at a constant temperature T a . In this case the heat exchange can be written as
Where A is the surface area of the sample and h is a heat transfer coefficient. The CCA method, was originally applied to calculate the solid fraction of a 45% wt Ag-Al alloy upon cooling [4] , by comparing the derivative of the cooling curve in the transformation region to baseline data that is interpolated from the single-phase regions. This baseline data is called a zero curve. The zero curve, represent what the derivative of the cooling curve would have looked like in the solidification region if no thermal energy had been released by phase transformations. Differences between the derivative of the cooling curve and the zero curve are recorded as heat evolved due to phase transformations.
Analysis
Following the work from Gibbs and Mendez [3] , the differential form of the heat balance equation Eq.2 is used. It has the advantage to allow for a simple numerical solution of the equation. The heat balance equation can be written as a difference between heat input and heat losses, where external heat flow imposed to the system is taken into account through the r.h.s. of Eq.2. This form of the heat balance equation assumes a system with Newtonian cooling with a constant heat transfer coefficient. This means the external heat flow is assumed to occur with the surroundings only in a convective way. Conduction of heat is not taken into account in the model and the effects of radiation do not deviate significantly the heat losses from being proportional to (T-T a ). It was originally used to calculate liquid and solid phase fractions of a system under solidification.
Where C post and C pre are the heat capacities before and after the transformation, f is the transformed fraction and ∆H is the latent heat of transformation. Regrouping constants, Eq.2 can be rewritten as:
g pre and g post are quantities related to the specific heat capacities in the different phases which are assumed to be temperature and time independent. C L is a constant related to the latent heat of transformation. These quantities comprise the old variables as:
Eq.3 is a differential equation which may be solved with different finite-differences algorithms. An explicit Euler forward integration scheme in order to calculate the transforming fraction upon cooling is used:
Where f t * represents an average value of f t over a range of temperatures below the transformation temperature range. Assuming initial values of C L and f t * , f t can be calculated through iteration, where in each iteration a more accurate value of f t * is found by requiring that at known temperatures the conditions f t =0 and f t =1 are satisfied. As input for the calculation, a cooling curve T(t) and a known C L value are needed. Before the transformation occurs the following conditions are valid: f t =0 and df =0. Therefore, it follows from Eq.3:
A similar equation can be written for g post at the end of the transformation where f t =1. In this way, the inverses of g pre and g post are fitted to the data as a function of time.
A study of the thermodynamics of martensitic transitions should take into account some characteristic features of these transitions: surface energy contributions associated with the interfaces separating different phases and elastic strain energy contributions related to the accommodation of the domains of the martensitic phase within the matrix. For a thermally-induced martensitic transition without applied stress at a constant pressure, the heat exchange Q, can be written as:
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Where E el is the storage of elastic energy in the system. This means, for a martensitic transformation the heat exchanged Q, does not coincide with the enthalpy change ∆H (latent heat of transformation), due to the storage of elastic energy in the system. As pointed out by Ortin [8] only after a complete cycle, when the system has come back to the same thermodynamic state from which it started, the different contributions ∆H and E el can be evaluated from the experimental heat Q. However, as observed in a previous work [9] , the E el (stored elastic energy) is very small when compared to ∆H. Neglecting this term, the martensite fraction f t , may still be estimated from the data. That is, the phase fraction calculation is based only on a thermal balance with no contribution for strain energy.
Experimental Procedure
The selected specimen was a small Fe-alloy (0.04%C, 10% Cr and 10% Ni) cylinder. The sample was heated with a heating rate of 5.8
• C/seg in a nitrogen atmosphere until 800
• C and allowed to rapidly cool in an oil bath. The temperature was recorded using a single type K thermocouple. Data was taken every 0.02 sec. The sample was heated and not tempered but instead after reaching the highest temperature immediately removed from the oven and allowed to cool. It is to be noticed that the sample does not achieve the melting temperature and cooling starts in the solid phase. In this work, only two phases were considered in the heat balance Eq. 2. As will be shown below, it is observed in the electron backscattering diffraction results (EBSD) that the original material has mainly the phases: retained austenite, ferrite and martensite. Since only the austenite phase transforms into martensite, only the volume fractions of martensite and austenite were considered. To obtain the EBSD data, a LEO Gemini 1530 VP with EDX-Detector and EBSD-System was used. A region in the neighborhood of the thermocouple, 100 µm 2 big was choosen for analysis. A phase map was generated with 1 µm steps. 
Results and discussion
In what follows, the cooling curve analysis and the martensite fraction determination is shown for the Fe-alloy system described above. In order to obtain accurate results it is very important to evaluate the quality of the data. Filtering of the data was required. In Fig. 1 , the original cooling curve T(t)
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is shown, together with its filtered version and its first derivative. The first derivative was calculated after smoothing the CC using a simple filtering algorithm. From the CC, the quantity ln(T-T a ) is calculated and also its first derivative with respect to time. Since this variable is also a function of the temperature, an analytical fit of the data, in order to obtain 1/g pre (T) and 1/g post (T) is carried out. The functions are shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding parameters are in Table 1 . Assuming that in the transformation region the heat capacity (C p ) and the latent heat of transformation (∆H) are independent from the temperature, the martensite fraction f t was determined according to Eq. 5. Results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be observed the austenitic phase begins to transform at a temperature of approximately 90
• C, which is comparable to experimental observed temperature of 93
• C [7] . A total martensite fraction of 7% is determined within this methodology. In order to validate results, electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) was carried out on the sample and a phase fraction was obtained. These analysis (See Table 3 ) deliver a martensite fraction of 13% which is comparable with the result obtained through the cooling curve analysis. In the microstructure, the zero solution regions, correspond to very low quality of the EBSD patterns, are identified as a martensite phase. These are areas where distortions of the crystal lattice are greater than surrounding areas [10] . Lee et al. [5] by means of comparing both a measured cooling curve and the cooling curve obtained by means of a finite difference calculation obtained a temperature dependent martensite enthalpy of transformation. This temperature dependent enthalpy (Eq. 8) was also used in the calculation of the martensite fraction, results are shown in Fig. 3 .
A total martensite fraction of approximately 17% is determined within this methodology. The difference of about 5% between the calculated martensite fraction and the observed fraction with EBDS can be attributed to different factors. As mentioned before, there is a contribution to the total enthalpy of transformation which is stored in the sample and which can not be evaluated from the experimental heat Q. The EBDS results are also dependent on the region where the analysis was made. It is a matter of homogeneity inside the sample and how the heat treatment contributes to nucleation and growth of the martensite phase. It is to be observed that the applied heat treatment does not modificate the martensite fraction inside the sample, as seen from the EBDS results. It has been observed in previous works [7] that the cooling rate does not affect the formation of martensite in this class of steel.
Summary
From the experimental T(t) curve and its further analysis, it is possible to calculate a martensite fraction which is comparable to phase fraction determined using EBSD. The calculated quantitites g pre , g post relate to the heat capacities before and after the transformation. These are linear functions of the temperature. Using this methodology it was possible to calculate the latent heat of formation up (Table 2) .
